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Ceredigion County Council has a good bibliography for the county on its web-site (www.ceredigion.gov.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.ceredigion.gov.uk​)), developed from a printed one compiled by G. L. Jones (1968). This has been very useful for the present task. It is accessible by going to the site and clicking on Tourism and Leisure/ Ceredigion Library/ Local history resources/ General/ Transport – railways; relevant material can also be accessed by going to Transport (/index.cfm?articleid=4237 (​http:​/​​/​www.ceredigion.gov.uk​/​index.cfm?articleid=4237​)) from the home page. The entries for individual places in Ceredigion normally have a Transport subsection too. The web-site also has a comprehensive press cuttings bibliography from about the mid-1960s to about 2002 (/index.cfm?articleid=9892 (​http:​/​​/​www.ceredigion.gov.uk​/​index.cfm?articleid=9892​)); for railway-related topics go to Transport: (/index.cfm?articleid=10366 (​http:​/​​/​www.ceredigion.gov.uk​/​index.cfm?articleid=10366​)) and scroll down to Railway. There is also a separate section for material with Welsh-language content (/index.cfm?articleid=5012 (​http:​/​​/​www.ceredigion.gov.uk​/​index.cfm?articleid=5012​)). Most of the Welsh entries, but not all, can be found together there. This means that although the content of the site is good, it is not fully orderly.

The press cuttings bibliography is also reproduced here in full with the permission of Ceredigion Library, but rearranged under each of the railway lines in Ceredigion separately, and with a few minor corrections. The items mentioned in this web-document form a simple reworking of the county’s bibliography, and it is not claimed to be complete, especially after about 2002, when it tails off. No systematic index of items before 1960 is known. Most items date from after about the mid-1960s and before 2003, then others appear in a more desultory and selective way till 2007. Since then there has been something of a revival. Newer items are generally available on the Library’s web-site in pdf format, as are some of those published earlier and indexed here as paper items. It is always worth searching for these pdfs, often from hard to obtain periodicals. The content of the articles has not been fully checked. The alphanumeric reference at the end of each entry for a press cutting in the present work is the shelfmark of the collection of Ceredigion County Libraries. Some entries which are not merely about events, but contribute to the description and history of the line, are also taken up here into the main bibliography for each railway. Where this is done, the Library’s alphanumeric reference may also appear at the end of the entry. The (sub-)classification system in the press cuttings bibliography is not ideal, and I have reorganized it somewhat. This sometimes results in an arrangement which is at odds with the alphanumeric reference. I have placed the cuttings in date order within each subclass. A few ephemeral documents that are not press cuttings are included.

The sub-classification used is based on, but not identical with, that of the original indexer(s). The attribution of articles to particular classes is also that of the original indexer(s), except where obvious errors have been corrected. English and Welsh entries are only partly integrated in the original index, but have been brought together here. All articles about Aberystwyth station, except those to do mainly with the Vale of Rheidol Railway ([7.]), have been treated as part of the Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast (Cambrian) material ([1.]) and left out of the Manchester and Milford material ([5.]).

Some of the articles actually appear over a journalist’s name, but this is omitted in some sections of the Ceredigion index, and it has been systematically omitted here.





Despite its good coverage of material originating locally, the data on the county web-site is incomplete for railway matters. That is why I have created this new bibliography supplemented by much material from the specialist literature.

A key publisher on railway topics is Oakwood Press. This publisher has been active since 1937 successively in Chislehurst/Sidcup, Tanglewood/South Godstone, Blandford, Headington, Usk and possibly other places. The (re)publication and reprinting history of its titles is not easy to follow, even for the publisher, and an attempt is being made to sort it out it on the firm’s current web-site, www.oakwoodpress.co.uk/history.htm (​http:​/​​/​www.oakwoodpress.co.uk​/​history.htm​). The information given about it in the present work, especially about place of publication, is therefore subject to correction.

The summaries of four articles in the Great Western Railway Journal have been taken, with permission, from Kevin P. Jones’s invaluable web-site www.steamindex.com (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​), with light editorial trimming and minor changes.

4.	Referencing articles in periodicals

Normally, references of the type “Periodical Title 11.2” mean ‘volume 11, issue 2’ of that periodical, where a volume is for a given calendar year and a volume for a given year is made up of a sequence of numbered issues. The Great Western Railway Journal is numbered by volume AND “part”; but the parts are numbered continuously irrespective of the volume in which they appear, whilst each volume is paginated continuously; e.g.

	Williams, Glyn (2008) Aberayron. Great Western Railway Journal 9.67, 172-5.

‒    this article is in volume 9, part 67, and on pp. 172-5 of volume 9, not of part 9 or part 67.





This is a bibliography; it is about published, or publicly available, works. Many ephemeral ones are now likely to be available only in archives such as that of the county council. It includes web material where it is judged interesting; all web-items mentioned were successfully accessed during July-September 2009 but may have vanished into the ether since; any disappearance is indicated where it has been spotted in a check performed in December 2016. The bibliography does not include archival material such as plans and proposals (except where they are the only evidence for an intended railway), prospectuses, notices of public meetings, company accounts, legal cases, government papers and the like, and it does not in general include maps without accompanying text, collections of photographs not in book form, ephemera or memorabilia.

































[0.] General works on the railways of the area

	Baughan, P. E. (1980) North and Mid Wales: a regional history of the railways of Great Britain, vol. 11. Newton Abbot: David and Charles.
	Christiansen, Rex, & R. W. Miller (1967) The Cambrian Railways, vol. 1. Newton Abbot: David & Charles.
	Clark, R. H. (1976-85) An historical survey of selected Great Western Railway stations: layouts and illustrations (4 vols; vol. 3 with C. R. Potts). Oxford: Oxford Publishing Co. [Includes photographs and brief history of (vol. 1) Aberayron, Cardigan, Lampeter; Pencader; (vol. 3) Aberystwyth, Tregaron.]
	Cooke, R. A. (no date) Track layout diagrams, GWR and BR (WR), vol. 58: West Wales. Witney: Black Dwarf Lightmoor. [Covers all lines in Ceredigion not covered in vol. 60.]
	Cooke, R. A. (no date) Track layout diagrams, GWR and BR (WR), vol. 60: Aberystwyth to Welshpool. Witney: Black Dwarf Lightmoor. 
	Dale, Peter (2007) Pembroke, Cardigan and Montgomery’s lost railways. Ochiltree: Stenlake Publishing. 
	Kidner, R[oger] W. (1954) The Cambrian Railways. South Godstone: Oakwood Press (Oakwood Library 55). [Second edn Headington: Oakwood Press (1992).]

Note: All general histories of the Great Western Railway cover the wider background.

Press cuttings: General and miscellaneous
Railways that are no more, Cambrian News, 22/12/1995, RC385SER
Glyn’s glory days of steam, Cambrian News, 14/10/1999, RC385SER
So many proud memories of rail in mid and west Wales, Cambrian News, 30/5/2002, RC385SER
Back in the days of the golden age of steam, Cambrian News, 24/4/2003, RC385SER
Santa Claus’ tearful farewell to steam, Cambrian News, 22/1/2004, RC385SER
Reader casts light on our mystery steam trains, Cambrian News, 5/2/2004, RC385SER







[1.] Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast Railway (Cambrian Railways)





Open to passengers and goods: 1 July 1863
Status: Still open

The line runs from Aberystwyth to Dovey Junction and beyond, east to Shrewsbury and north to Pwllheli. It originated as part of the Aberystwith and Welsh Coast Railway, whose Ceredigion section was completed in 1863. The company name was later spelt with Aberystwyth in the Welsh fashion, especially in official records. It was later absorbed by Cambrian Rlys (1866), then the GWR (1923), and finally BR (1948). It is still open. There was a short branch or spur, now closed and obliterated, from near Ynyslas to the Ynyslas Ferry connecting with Aberdovey before the line north of the Dovey/Dyfi was connected to the main Cambrian Railways system. It was originally planned (1861) to reach Aberdovey from the south by means of a bridge across the Dovey estuary; earthworks were begun near Borth, but they were never completed and the project was ditched (1865). At Ynyslas, a siding to a sawmill on the east bank of the river Leri is visible on the largest-scale OS map of 1889.

Original stations in Ceredigion:  Aberystwyth, Bow Street, Llandre (opened as Llanfihangel), Borth, Ynyslas or Ynys-lâs, Glan Dyfi. [Dovey Junction, the next station, is just in Powys / the former Montgomeryshire.]

	anon. (1911) Great Western Railway. In J. Ballinger, ed., Aberystwyth and district, National Union of Teachers conference guide. Aberystwyth:  S. V. Galloway.
	Booth, T. (1898) "Wild Wales": from Whitchurch to Pwllheli on the Cambrian Railways. Railway Magazine 3, 57-65.
	Christiansen, R., and R. W. Miller (1967) The Cambrian Railways, vol. 1: 1852-88. Newton Abbot: David and Charles. [Chapter 4: “Conquering the coast: Aberystwyth and the Welsh Coast railway.”  Chapter 5: “The Cambrian is formed (Savin goes bankrupt).”]
	Coe, Reginald H. (date unknown) The Whitchurch-Aberystwyth main line section of the Cambrian Railways. Railway Magazine [details?], 257-62.
	Ferris, Tom (2016) Lost lines of Wales: Aberystwyth to Carmarthen. Llangennech: Graffeg Press,
	Foster, R. T. (1977) Railways at Aberystwyth. Railway World 38, 322-5.
	Gasquoine, C[harles] P[enrhyn] (1922) The story of the Cambrian (​http:​/​​/​www.gutenberg.org​/​etext​/​20074" \o "http:​/​​/​www.gutenberg.org​/​etext​/​20074​): a biography of a railway. Wrexham and Oswestry: Woodall, Minshall, Thomas & Co. [Chapter 5, “From the Severn to the sea”, includes Aberystwyth and Borth. Reprinted with a new foreword, Llandybïe: C. Davies (1973). First edn available online from Project Gutenberg at www.gutenberg.org/catalog/world/readfile?fk_files=277439 (​http:​/​​/​www.gutenberg.org​/​catalog​/​world​/​readfile?fk_files=277439​).]
	Green, C. C. (1993) The coast lines of the Cambrian Railways, vol. 1: Machynlleth to Aberystwyth. Didcot: Wild Swan Publications. [Includes features on individual stations.] 
	Johnson, Peter (1984) Cambrian lines. Shepperton: Ian Allan.
	Kidner, R[oger] W. (1954) The Cambrian Railways. South Godstone: Oakwood Press (Oakwood Library 55). [Second edn Headington: Oakwood Press (1992).]
	King, H. K. (1973) The Cambrian Coast line. Planet 18-19, 81-8. 
	Mitchell, Vic, and Keith Smith (2008) Western main lines: Newtown to Aberystwyth. Midhurst: Middleton Press.
	Mitchell, Vic (2011) Aberystwyth to Carmarthen: including Aberayron and Newcastle Emlyn branches. Midhurst: Middleton Press. [Noticed Cambrian News 24/2/2011.]
	Price, R. D. G. (1883) Welsh railways. The Red Dragon 4, 489-94. [Negative evaluation of services to Aberystwyth, 490 and 493.]
	Rhys, G., and G. Hallet (1971) The fate of a Welsh railway. Town and Country Planning 39.12, 550-4. [The battle to retain the Cambrian Coast line.]
	Rogers, John D. (1972) Rheilfordd y Cambrian: The Cambrian Line: an illustrated history and guide. Alexandria: Famedram Publications. [Also said to be published at Gartocharn (1974).]
	Vickers, Harold E. (1962) Around Cardigan Bay (Railways). Railway Magazine 108.731, 149-58. 
Press cuttings: Aberystwyth and Welsh Coast (Cambrian)
Accidents
1986
BR order probe after crash on level crossing, Western Mail, 22/3/1986, P6.385ACC
2000
It must never happen again, Cambrian News, 3/8/2000, P55(1).614ACC
Tears for two little stars, Cambrian News, 10/8/2000, P55(1).614ACC 
Rail death parents are charged, Western Mail, 14/12/2000, P55(1).614ACC
Rail death girl’s parents remanded, Western Mail, 21/12/2000, P55(1).614ACC
2001
Villagers want manslaughter charges dropped, Cambrian News, 4/1/2001, P55(1).614ACC
Father of Tre’r Ddol rail crash victim ‘goes into hiding’, Cambrian News, 11/1/2001, P55(1).614ACC
July trial for train death, Cambrian News, 3/5/2001, P55(1).614ACC 
Prosecution blames couple’s negligence for track tragedy, Cambrian News, 26/7/2001, P55(1).614ACC
Jury decide couple were to blame, Cambrian News, 2/8/2001, P55(1).614ACC
Sent for trial after deaths, Cambrian News, 18/10/2001, P55(1).614ACC
Strain of waiting is unbearable, Cambrian News, 18/10/2001, P55(1).614ACC
Couple spared jail after rail deaths, Cambrian News, 25/10/2001, P55(1).614ACC 
2004
Man killed in train horror, Cambrian News, 7/10/2004, P6.385ACC
Dad of two is killed on railway line, Cambrian News, 28/10/2004, P6.385ACC
Rail death – MP speaks out, Cambrian News, [details?], P6.385ACC
2010
Man killed after being struck by train near Aberystwyth. Daily Post, 15/2/2010.

Exhibition at Aberystwyth station in 1986 
1986
Olrhain rhamant ar y lein, Y Cymro, 7/5/1986, P6.385EXH
Golden price tag for age of steam display, Cambrian News, 9/5/1986, P6.385EXH






Jubilee year for [Aberystwyth] station, Cambrian News, 3/10/1975, P6.385STA
1998
Station [Aberystwyth] memories of the way it was, Cambrian News, 19/11/1998, P6.385STA/DEV
2002
Steamed up over Aber’s trains, Cambrian News, 29/8/2002, P6.385STA
2004
It’s back on track with Black Five, Cambrian News, 25/3/2004, P6.385STA
2006
Photo[s] of Aberystwyth train station railway workers [no date], Cambrian News, 27/7/2006, p. 45, and 10/8/2006, p. 45
2011
Transport photos, Cambrian News, 17/3/2011 [pdf]
2012




Bradley Manor photo, Cambrian News, 23/9/1999 [pdf]
2002
Steam train set to chug in, Cambrian News, 18/4/2002 [pdf]
2004




Rail link ‘vital’ to rural life, Western Mail, 9/8/1995, P6.385PRI
Blueprint launched for coast rail success, Cambrian News, 11/8/1995, P6.385PRI




Demolition [of club building] signals end of an era, Cambrian News, 5/9/1996, P6.385CLU [Relates also to Aberystwyth station yard redevelopment issue (below).]

Railway crossing and bridge [at Plas Crug, Aberystwyth]
1997
Whistle blown on ‘dangerous rail crossing’, Cambrian News, 25/9/1996, P6.385CROSS
2001
Faulty gate adds to rail danger, Cambrian News, 4/10/2001, P6.385CROSS
2002
Train crossing still a threat, Cambrian News, 26/9/2002, P6.385CROSS
2003
Why is the new bridge costing £800,000? [letter], Cambrian News, 23/1/2003, P6.384CROSS
Pedestrians sign up for safety, Cambrian News, 30/10/2003, P6.385CROSS
Bridge scheme is ‘complex’, Cambrian News, 6/11/2003, P6.385CROSS
2006 
Railway bridge means walkers’ troubles are over, Cambrian News, 22/6/2006, p. 4
Services to Aberystwyth, including Cambrian Coast Express
1958
Cry halt! to rail cuts, Cambrian News, 20/6/1958, RC385SER
1967
It’s farewell to steam on coast express, Western Mail, 6/3/1967, RC385CAM
Steam express makes its last run, Daily Post, 6/3/1967, RC385.1GRE
1970
Sunday rail trips back after 50 years, Daily Post, 6/6/1970, RC385SER
1971
BR deny rundown at station, Western Mail, 21/1/1971, RC385SER
1973
Rail specials will be tourist boosters, Western Mail, 15/2/1973, RC385SER
BR put stop to popular excursions, Western Mail, 22/12/1973, RC385SER
1974
Why rail trip cost more, Western Mail, 29/10/1974, RC385FIN
1975
MP wants stations reopened, Western Mail, 7/1/1975, RC385SER [refers to which stations?]
‘Sardine’ train sparks protest, Western Mail, 28/7/1975, RC385SER 
1976
Meeting demands rail cash, Western Mail, 9/2/1976, RC385FIN
1977
Rail service quality has fallen, BR admits, Western Mail, 24/2/1977, RC385SER
Move to axe 5.55 upsets commuters, Western Mail, 16/9/1977, RC385SER
1978
Earlier special for Cambrian coast holidaymakers, Western Mail, 10/7/1978, RC385CAM 
1980
Trains slowed by lack of cash for track repairs, Western Mail, 17/11/1980, P6.385SER
Blow for rail specials as BR save £1m, Western Mail, 18/12/1980, RC385FIN
1981
Pensioners’ rail deal on cards, Western Mail, 5/1/1981, RC385FIN
New Cambrian Coast Express goes for gold, Cambrian News, 16/5/1981, RC385CAM
1982
Radio could be key to coast line’s survival, Western Mail, 13/1/1982, RC385CAM
1984
Rail service is ‘fourth class’, Western Mail, 19/4/1984, RC385SER
BR’s £4.7m plan to improve line, Western Mail, 29/9/1984, RC385FIN
1985
Faster return to Euston, Cambrian News, 29/11/1985, P6.385SER
Unions backing for £4.7 million rail project, Cambrian News, 1/11/1985, P6.385SER
1986
Return of Cambrian Express, Cambrian News, 2/5/1986, RC385CAM
1990
Greens seek better rail links, Western Mail, 26/1/1990, P6.385SER
Changes in railway timetable, Cambrian News, 13/4/1990, P6.385SER
Steamed up over the Cambrian, Cambrian News, 20/4/1990, RC385.1GRE 
End of the line for hopes to reopen railway, Western Mail, 16/5/1990, P6.385SER [?refers to 
which stations?]
Town loses its through train, Cambrian News, 13/6/1990, P.6385SER/INT
Rural rail changes must wait for cash, Western Mail, 8/8/1990, P6.385SER
London rail axe sparks trader fury, Western Mail, 13/8/1990, P6.385SER/INT
BR slammed for early axing of coast express, Cambrian News, 24/8/1990, RC385CAM
£3m rail spending urged, Cambrian News, 21/9/1990, RC385FIN
Superior railway service promised, Western Mail, 28/12/1990, RC385CAM
1991
BR rejects coast line service fear, Western Mail, 13/3/1991, RC385CAM
Plaid steamed up over rail cuts plan, Cambrian News, 29/3/1991, P6.385SER/INT
‘Shoddy’ axing of rail service is under fire, Western Mail, 29/3/1991, P6.385SER/INT
Crowded trains are at risk, Cambrian News, 19/4/1991, P6.385SER
‘Flagship’ train boost, Cambrian News, 10/5/1991, P6.385SER
Buffs bid farewell to Express, Cambrian News, 17/5/1991, P6.385SER 
£1m rail link promises faster train services, Western Mail, 1/6/1991, P6.378SER
1992
Cambrian Coast Line 125 Anniversary, Cambrian News Supplement, 9/10/1992, RC385CAM
1995
Major disadvantages of Cambrian Coaster, Cambrian News, 29/9/1995, RC385CAM
Rail passengers highlight neglect of rural services, Western Mail, 21/11/1995, P6.385SER
1996
Rail lines that refused to die, Cambrian News, 29/3/1996, RC385CAM
Farce of £57 fare increase, Cambrian News, 29/8/1996, P6.385SER/INT
See all the sights – in 10 minutes, Western Mail, 21/9/1996, P6.385SER/INT
We’re getting there – back in 10 minutes, Daily Post, 21/9/1996, P6.385SER/INT
1997
Visitors have equal interest in the Cambrian Coast line, Cambrian News, 4/12/1997, RC385CAM
1998 
Cambrian Express Rail Link, Friends of the Earth, 1998, RC385EXP
Stoking up railway support, Cambrian News, 13/8/1998, RC385SER
2000
Confusing train service attacked, Cambrian News, 10/2/2000, P6.385SER 
2001
Rail and bus companies fail to make connection, Cambrian News, 18/1/2001, RC385SER
2002
Anger as only direct train is axed, Cambrian News, 10/1/2002, RC385CAM
Fears over rail line, Cambrian News, 15/8/2002, P6.385SER
2006
Going off the rails?, Cambrian News, 31/8/2006, RC385SER 
2008
Direct rail service to airport [Birmingham International] is launched, Cambrian News, 18/12/2008 [pdf]
Students want hourly train service from Aber, Cambrian News, 7/8/2008, [pdf]
2009
Plan for direct trains to London is submitted, Cambrian News, 10/9/2009, P6.385INT2008
2013
Mid Wales rail service ‘not fit for 21st century’, Cambrian News, 5/9/2013 [pdf]
Once in a generation chance to win hourly trains from Aber, Cambrian News, 10/10/2013 [pdf]
2014






1958 strike committee minutes, P6.385STR
1972 
Railmen who helped to run town, Cambrian News, 15/9/1972, P6.385STAFF
2006
Photos of Aberystwyth train station railway workers, no date, Cambrian News, 27/7/2006, p. 45; Cambrian News, 10/8/2006, p. 45

Burgess, Vivian (fireman, Cambrian Coast Express)
Back to good old days of steam, Cambrian News, 4/11/2004, P6.385STAFF
Davies, Gwilym
All aboard to celebrate 135 years service, Cambrian News, 17/1/1986, P6.385STAFF
Jones, Stan
All aboard to celebrate 135 years service, Cambrian News, 17/1/1986, P6.385STAFF
Morgan, Les (driver)
All aboard to celebrate 135 years service, Cambrian News, 17/1/1986, P6.385STAFF
Roberts, E. W. (station master)





New rail-axe fears as BR deny station rundown, Cambrian News, 22/12/1970, P6.385STA
1977
Bid to move railway station condemned, Western Mail, 24/1/1977, P6.385STA
1981
Railwayman presses for an order to preserve his town’s station, Western Mail, 2/1/1981,   P6.385STA
Preservation order for railway station, Cambrian News, 22/5/1981, P6.385STA
Mural reward, Cambrian News, 17/7/1981, P6.385STA
1982
New era levers out the old, Cambrian News, 30/4/1982, P6.385STA 
1987
Bilingual first on platform one, Cambrian News, 22/5/1987, P6.385STA
1988
£3m shops plan for Aber station, Cambrian News, 13/5/1988, P6.385STA
New station would look ‘forbidding’, Western Mail, 20/10/1989, P6.385STA/DEV
1990
Making a clean sweep, Western Mail, 9/4/1990, P6.385STA
Sparks fly at inquiry on station, Western Mail, 25/7/1990, P6.385STA
Scheme depends on demolition [of station building], Cambrian News, 3/8/1990, P6.385STA
Probe ordered into old rail buildings, Western Mail, 3/9/1990, P6.385STA
MP to quiz BR on town station sale, Western Mail, 20/11/1990, P6.385STA
1995
Resort centre revival plan, Western Mail, 12/8/1995, P6.385STA
1996
PIW to pull out of station scheme, Cambrian News, 2/2/1996, P6.385STA/DEV
Rubbishing our chances, Cambrian News, 8/3/1996, P6.385STA/DEV
Railways clean up their act, Cambrian News, 3/10/1996, P6.385STA
First class return to glory days, Western Mail, 27/10/1996, P6.385STA
Old office target for vandals, Cambrian News, 12/12/1996, P6.385STA
1997
Old railway station eyed by council, Cambrian News, 15/5/1997, P6.385STA/DEV
Council urged to buy station, Cambrian News, 26/6/1997, P6.385STA/DEV
Council on line for station buyout, Cambrian News, 27/11/1997, P6.385STA/DEV
1998
Mystery bid beats council station plan, Cambrian News, 1/1/1998, P6.385STA/DEV
Marriage on the rocks [about local approaches to plans for Aberystwyth station], Cambrian News, 22/10/1998 [pdf]
Alternative plans for railway station proposed, Cambrian News, 20/10/1998, P6.385STA/DEV
1999
Cash backing for station plan, Cambrian News, 21/1/1999, P6.385STA/DEV
2000
Revamped station could be tourism boost, Cambrian News, 10/2/2000, P6.385STA/DEV
2012
Revamp of Aber station is derailed by Arriva, Cambrian News, 1/3/2012 [pdf]
2013
Deal sees station revamp resume, Cambrian News, 25/7/2013 [pdf]
Aberystwyth Station – Wetherspoon pub development
1998
Pub plan for old station, Western Mail, 10/10/1998, P6.385STA/DEV
Plan approved to turn railway station into pub, Western Mail, 15/10/1998, P6.385STA/DEV
Fury over station pub plan, Cambrian News, 22/10/1998, P6.385STA/DEV
Do we really need another pub?, Cambrian News, 24/10/1998, P6.385STA/DEV
Fight is on to halt station pub, Cambrian News, 5/11/1998, P6.385STA/DEV
Campaign over station gets up steam, Cambrian News, 26/11/1998, P6.385STA/DEV 
Giant pub chain behind station development, Cambrian News, 31/12/1998, P6.385STA/DEV
2000
Go ahead for a new Aber pub, Cambrian News, 17/8/2000, P6.385STA/DEV
Pub chain secures station site, Cambrian News, 17/8/2000, P6.385STA/DEV
Full steam ahead at station, Cambrian News, 19/10/2000, P6.385STA/DEV
2001
Wetherspoon clocks up a timely problem!, Cambrian News, 24/5/2001, P6.385STA/DEV
Name should be Welsh, Cambrian News, 28/6/2001, P6.385STA/DEV
Name should be bilingual, Cambrian News, 5/7/2001, P6.385STA/DEV
Search for pub name is a farce, Cambrian News, 19/7/2001, P6.385.STA/DEV
And the bar at the old station is called...., Cambrian News, 26/7/2001, P6.385STA/DEV
Aberystwyth Station – Yard
1981
Council asks BR about yard plans, Western Mail, 9/10/1981, P6.385YARD
1989
Station plan thrown out, Cambrian News, 29/12/1989, P6.385YARD
1994
Firm defends its plans for Station Yard, Cambrian News, 10/6/1994, P6.385YARD
Councillors keen to save Station plan, Cambrian News, 17/6/1994, P6.385YARD 
1995
Work on Station Yard to start this summer, Cambrian News, 14/7/1995, P6.385YARD
Shops project to take off at last, Western Mail, 2/10/1995, P6.385YARD
1996
Relief as station scheme gets on track at long last, Cambrian News, 8/3/1996, P6.385YARD
Borth
1968
Engine crashes through crossing, Western Mail, 10/4/1968, P10.363.12
1981 
Llun o orsaf y Borth, Tincer, rhif 36, Chwefror 1981, t. 10
1987
Escape as van crushed by train, Western Mail, 19/10/1987, P10.363.12
Lucky to be alive, Cambrian News, 23/10/1987, P10.363.12
2006
We’re adopting the station at Borth!, Cambrian News, 16/3/2006, P10.385 
2006
Station gets a makeover, Cambrian News, 9/11/2006 [pdf]
2007
Earth wind and fire revamp wins award, Cambrian News, 18/10/2007 [pdf]
Gorsaf reilffordd y Borth - gwobr arall, Tincer, rhif 303, Tachwedd 2007, t. 5
2013
Station marks 150 years, Cambrian News, 11/7/2013 [pdf]
Bow Street
1959
Bow Street station becomes important railhead, Welsh Gazette, 20/8/1959, P74(1).385
1982
Plans to reopen railway hits snag, Cambrian News, 10/12/1982, P74(1).385
1987
Llun o’r Hinton Manor yn cyrraedd Bow Street, Tincer, rhif 101, Medi 1987, t. 3
1990
Adnabod ardal, Tincer, rhif 134, Rhagfyr 1990, t. 17 
1993
Llun o orsaf Bow Street, dim dyddiad, Tincer, rhif 164, Rhagfyr 1993, t. 15
2003
Llun o’r Cambrian Coast yn Bow Street yn 1960, Tincer, rhif 262, Hydref 2003, t. 15
2004
Steamy memories on the rails, Cambrian News, 8/1/2004 [pdf]
2010
Public must get on board plan to reopen station, Cambrian News, 12/8/2010 [pdf]
2011
£1m Bow Street station by 2016, Cambrian News, 14/7/2011 [pdf]
Costs could spell end of the line for stations plan, Cambrian News, 20/10/2011 [pdf]
Glandyfi
1978
Llun o orsaf Glandyfi, dim dyddiad, Papur Pawb, rhif 36, Mawrth 1978, t. 5
1982
Llun o orsaf Glandyfi yn 1911, Papur Pawb, rhif 84, Rhagfyr 1982, t. 6
Llanbadarn Fawr
1978
Levelled crossing, Western Mail, 8/2/1978, P30.385
1980
Rail lights plan near playground attacked, Western Mail, 9/6/1980, P30.385
1982
Green light for BR, Western Mail, 17/10/1982, P30.385
1983
County vows to carry on battle against BR, Western Mail, 9/3/1983, P30.385
New train crossing a danger, says town, Western Mail, 7/4/1983, P30.385
1986
Wider road at level crossing, Cambrian News, 27/6/1986, P30.385
1987
Half barriers for Llanbadarn, Cambrian News, 28/8/1987, P30.385
Llandre
1973
Level crossing delay angers councillors, Western Mail, 20/11/1973, P45
1989
Colli’r llidiardau, Tincer, rhif 117, Mawrth 1989, t. 17
1993
Llun o orsaf Llandre 1895, Tincer, rhif 164, Rhagfyr 1993, t. 15
1994
Don’t let this happen again, Cambrian News, 25/3/1994, P45
Man dies after train hits van on crossing, Western Mail, 22/3/1994, P45
1996
Battle for safety barriers arrives at end of the line, Cambrian News, 28/6/1996, P45
Remove this blackspot now, Cambrian News, 10/10/1996, P45
1997
Barriers ‘still two years off’, Cambrian News, 6/2/1997, P45
1999
Barriers for village railway crossing at last!, Cambrian News, 18/2/1999 [pdf]
Llangynfelyn/Tre’r Ddol crossing
See Accidents (2000-2001), above
Ynyslas
1976
Davies, Gwen; Darlun o stesion Ynyslas yn 1900au, Papur Pawb, rhif 14, Ionawr 1976, t. 1
2000
Death-trap crossing uncovered, Cambrian News, 19/10/2000, P10(1).385

Trains – Sprinter trains
1985
In line for Britain’s most modern rural railway, Western Mail, 29/5/1985, RC385SPR
1986
BR Sprinter set for early run, Western Mail, 24/2/1986, RC385SPR
On the starting blocks, Western Mail, 21/3/1986, RC385SPR
Scandal of the late, uncomfortable Sprinter, Cambrian News, 13/6/1986, RC385SPR
1990
Coming on-line soon – Super Sprinters, Cambrian News, 23/3/1990, RC385SPR
Super sprinter arrives – for the day, Cambrian News, 19/10/1990, P6.385SPR
Rural lines miss out on Sprinters, Western Mail, 7/11/1990, P6.385SPR
Coast losing the sprinter race?, Cambrian News, 16/11/1990, P6.385SPR




Cambrian Coast Express at Llanbadarn crossing in the 1950s with ex-GWR















Aberystwyth station building in its new guise (since 2002) as the Wetherspoon’s pub Yr Hen Orsaf

© Copyright Phillip Perry and licensed for reuse under the appropriate Creative Commons Licence.

[2.] Aberystwyth Cliff Railway

The ACR was opened in 1896, built as a double-track standard-gauge [147.3cm], water-balance system; it was electrified 1921-2. It is claimed to be the “longest electric cliff railway in Britain”, and is still open.

Original stations in Ceredigion: bottom and top!

	anon. (no date) Aberystwyth electric cliff railway / the Great Aberystwyth camera obscura: souvenir guide.
	Cooper, David (?2000) Aberystwyth funicular lift. In M. J. Burrell, ed. Cliffhangers. Sidcup: Pear Tree, 14-16. Available in press cuttings collection at P6.385.6RAI. 
	Jones, Howard C. (1979) Aberystwyth cliff railway. Ceredigion 8.4, 408-13.
	Turner, Keith (2002) Cliff railways of the British Isles. Usk: Oakwood Press (Locomotion Papers 223). [The Aberystwyth railway is covered on pp. 25-32.]

See also (from press cuttings index):

Constitution Hill’s cliff railway, Cambrian News, 18/5/1973, P6.385.6RAI





Historic tourist leaflets can be seen at http://www.ceredigion.gov.uk/utilities/action/act_download.cfm?mediaid=32412&langtoken=eng (​http:​/​​/​www.ceredigion.gov.uk​/​utilities​/​action​/​act_download.cfm?mediaid=32412&langtoken=eng​). 

Press cuttings: Aberystwyth Cliff Railway

1957
Do you remember?, Cambrian News, 5/7/1957, P6.385.6RAI
1967
Ted’s climb to the hilltop line, Daily Post, 16/10/1967, P6.385.6RAI
1976
Braking fault halts railway, Daily Post, 5/6/1976, P6.385.6RAI
Cliff chugger sale ‒ £5,000 off, Western Mail, 5/6/1976, P6.385.6RAI
Funicular railway bought, Daily Post, 16/6/1976, P6.385.6RAI
Metal miners buy railway, Western Mail, 16/6/1976, P6.385.6RAI
1977
Londoners bid for cliff ride, Western Mail, 14/1/1977, P6.385.6RAI 
Railway is left out of new tour guide, Western Mail, 9/6/1977, P6.385.6RAI
1982
Cliff rail bridges ‘a major hazard’, Western Mail, 13/10/1982, P6.385.6RAI
1983
Cliff train loss bill will go to council, Western Mail, 6/4/1983, P6.385.6RAI
1986
Railway’s ropes replaced, Western Mail, 14/5/1986, P6.385.6RAI
1987
Meal should go down, and up, well, Western Mail, 29/5/1987, P6.385.6RAI
1991
Cliff railway ownership plan pulls in for council meeting, Western Mail, 24/1/1991, P6.385.6RAI
1996
Cliff rail labelled ‘decrepit’, Cambrian News, 1/8/1996, P6.385.6RAI
Centenary for cliff railway, Western Mail, 5/8/1996, P6.385.6RAI
1997
Council deny delaying railway sale, Cambrian News, 23/10/1997, P6.385.6RAI
Cliff railway grant boost, Cambrian News, 6/11/1997, P6.385.6RAI
1998
New owners signal their intent, Cambrian News, 19/3/1998, P6.385.6RAI
Five year deadline for railway, Cambrian News, 4/6/1998, P6.385.6RAI
2000
Boost for railway restoration at Constitution Hill, Cambrian News, 18/5/2000, P6.385.6RAI
Cliff railway charity wins £1,000 grant for memorial to student, Cambrian News, 26/10/2000, P6.385.6RAI
2002
Railway’s grant is a cliff-hanger, Cambrian News, 28/3/2002, P6.385.6RAI 
2008






























[3.] Carmarthen and Cardigan Railway, 
and Teifi Valley Railway

Company incorporated: Carmarthen and Cardigan Rly 1854
Act authorizing Carmarthen – Newcastle Emlyn: 1854
Commenced 1864, broad gauge; finally fully converted to standard gauge 1872
Open to passengers and goods: 3 June 1864 (to Pencader and Llandysul), 1 July1895 (to Newcastle 
Emlyn)
Closed to passengers: 16 September 1962, goods: 30 September 1973
The original plan was only ever completed from Carmarthen to Pencader Junction and as far as Llandysul (broad gauge 1864; standard gauge 1872). The company was acquired in 1881 by the GWR and extended in 1895 along the Teifi valley, mainly on the Ceredigion bank, as far as Newcastle Emlyn (Carmarthenshire). It never reached Cardigan; for the line which did so, see Whitland and Cardigan Rly [8.] Later absorbed by BR (1948). The trackbed is now partly occupied by the narrow gauge (1’ 11¾") Teifi Valley Rly, which acquired the trackbed in 1981, opened the line in 1983 and has progressively extended it. 

It was intended that the Manchester & Milford Rly [5.] should have running powers over the C&CR’s tracks from Pencader Junction to Carmarthen, i.e. southwards towards Milford Haven.

Original stations in Ceredigion: Henllan, Pentrecourt platform, Llandyssil [older spelling used for Llandysul]; town in Ceredigion, station in Carmarthenshire].

Stations of the Teifi Valley Railway: Henllan, Pontprenshitw, Llandyfriog, Riverside (current terminus, 2010)
	Evans, T. L. (1973) Carmarthen and Cardigan Railway. Railway World 34 (February), 000-000. [In Ceredigion press cuttings collection, RC385.1GRE.]
	Jenkins, Stanley [C.], and Chris Turner (1999) The Cardigan branch. Great Western Railway Journal 4.30, 302-28 and 347-57 (two parts). 
See the first part of the summary of this article in Section 8 below.
	Jenkins, Stanley C., and Chris Turner (2001) The Newcastle Emlyn branch. Great Western Railway Journal 5.37, 242-82. Rear cover of this issue illustrated by “Newcastle Emlyn station on 16 June 1962”, by A. Jarvis: “Road lorry on platform of closed passenger station; tank wagon and many vans in sidings.” 

Article summary from web-site Steamindex:
Great North & South Wales & Worcester Railway had been schemed during railway mania. The South Wales Railway had been formed in 1844 and had reached Carmarthen on 11 October 1852. The Carmarthen & Cardigan Railway was incorporated in 1854 and reached Conwil on 3 September 1860, Llanpumpsaint on 28 March 1864, and Llandyssil on 3 June 1864. From thence to Cardigan had to be abandoned due to lack of finance. The Manchester & Milford Railway had been formed on 23 July 1860 with the aim of constructing a line from Pencader (having obtained running powers over the Carmarthen & Cardigan Railway) to Llanidloes on the Central Wales Railway. A line opened from Pencader to Strata Florida in 1866 and this was extended to Aberystwyth in 1867. Work had started at the Llanidloes end but was abandoned. In 1873 a line opened from Whitland to Glogue and this was extended to Cardigan on 1 September 1886. The GWR took over the Carmarthen & Cardigan from 1 July 1881 and extended the original line to Newcastle Emlyn, reached on 1 July 1895. There was a short tunnel near Henllan. The line was worked mainly as a branch from Pencader. The traffic from each station (Newcastle Emlyn, Henllan and Llandyssul) is described, both passenger and freight. Passenger services ended on 16 September 1952 and the line closed to all traffic at the end of September 1973. A short "preserved" railway on 2 ft gauge operates near Henllan. Many of the illustrations were taken during the period after the end of passenger traffic.  

*** See also letter from T. I. Y. Jones (5.39, p. 417 (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​/​gwrj​/​gwrj5.htm" \l "39-417-tj#39-417-tj​)) stating that man-carrying trolleys were stored at Llandyssul and suggesting that extension towards Newcastle Emlyn may have been diverted to avoid unstable ground.

*** Illustrations include 5819 on shed at Newcastle Emlyn (W. A. Camwell); petrol traffic at Henllan, Pentrecourt Halt on 13 September 1952, and 1472 with former slip coach W7999 (still in GWR livery) at Newcastle Emlyn on 30 July 1951 (R. C. Riley). Ordnance Survey 25 inch plan (1906) of Newcastle Emlyn. 

*** One illustration provoked correspondence: page 242, 5819 on branch train with "Post Office" van EJ 7555 alongside: letter by David Holmes (5.38, p. 357 (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​/​gwrj​/​gwrj5.htm" \l "38-357-dh#38-357-dh​)) Post Office vehicles were registered in London; Don Rees wrote similarly  (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​/​gwrj​/​gwrj5.htm" \l "38-357-dr#38-357-dr​)but noted that EJ7555 was registered to C. R. James of Brongest. 

	Mitchell, Vic (2011) Aberystwyth to Carmarthen: including Aberayron and Newcastle Emlyn branches. Midhurst: Middleton Press.
	Padfield, Roger, and Barrie Burgess (1974) The Teifi Valley Railway. Haverfordwest: Laidlaw- Burgess.





Press cuttings: Carmarthen & Cardigan Railway
1895
New railway from Llandysul to Newcastle Emlyn, Cardigan Tivyside, 5/7/1895, RC395.1GRE
1972
Railway Society may aid town, Western Mail, 29/1/1972, RC385.1TEI
Teifi Valley rail society need, Western Mail, 15/10/1972, RC385.1TEI
Eight in town to buy a railway, Western Mail, 15/11/1972, RC385.1TEI
Lament on the line, Western Mail, 4/12/1972, RC385.1TEI
Railway gets a 28 day reprieve, Western Mail, 21/12/1972, RC385.1TEI
1973
County may subsidise threatened branch line, Western Mail, 4/1/1973, RC395.1TEI
Reprieved line could take passengers, Thomas told, Western Mail, 10/2/1973, RC395.1TEI 
Eleventh hour bid to save rail line, Western Mail, 12/2/1973, RC385.1TEI 
Rail line rescue talks fixed, Western Mail, 6/3/1973, RC385.1TEI 
Teifi Valley railway escapes the axe, Western Mail, 23/3/1973, RC385.1TEI
It’s carry on chaos as minister suspends project, Western Mail, 19/4/1973, RC385.1TEI
Subsidy plan to stop railway axe may fail, Western Mail, 19/5/1973, RC385.1TEI
£500,000 price for line ‘too high’, Western Mail, 14/6/1973, RC385.1TEI 
Councils must decide soon on railway subsidy, Western Mail, 11/7/1973, RC385.1TEI
County Council’s decision not to give £60,000 in subsidies spells doom for freight railway, Western Mail, 1/8/1973, RC385.1TEI
Teifi’s tracks: a case for rethinking, Western Mail, 1/8/1973, RC385.1TEI
£85,000 councils bill to keep rail line, Western Mail, 4/10/1973, RC395.1TEI
Last ditch bid to revive Teifi rail, Western Mail, 22/11/1973, RC385.1TEI
BR asked to waive interest charges, Western Mail, 26/11/1973, RC385.1TEI


Press cuttings: The Teifi Valley Railway

Down by the Teifi, old loco looks for a line, Western Mail [?details], RC385.1TEI
1980
Full steam ahead for a new tourist railway, Western Mail, 22/9/1980, RC385.1TEI
1983
The next train....needs some cash, Western Mail, 29/4/1983, RC385.1TEI
Historic day for rail society, Cardigan Tivyside, 2/9/1983, RC385.1TEI
1985
Henllan train trip is just the ticket, Cardigan Tivyside, 23/8/1985, P70(3)
Historic day for train buffs, Cardigan Tivyside, 30/8/1985, P70(3)
1986
Hundreds flock to Henllan for 50p train ride, Cardigan Tivyside, 4/4/1986, P70(3)
Teifi is put back on the rails, Western Mail, 10/4/1986, P70(3)
Summer boom for valley railway, Cardigan Tivyside, 19/9/1986, P70(3)
1987
Steam is back in the valley again, Western Mail, 21/4/1987, RC385.1TEI
Amphitheatre will help put railway on the right track, Cardigan Tivyside, 15/5/1987, P70(3) 
Sound of steam is music to their ears!, Cardigan Tivyside, 29/5/1987, RC385.1TEI
1991
Impromptu history lesson for passengers, Cambrian News, 17/5/1991, P70(3) 
1996
Rail blueprint is revealed, Cambrian News, 31/5/1996, P70(3)
Railway line seeks European funding for expansion plan, Western Mail, 13/6/1996, P70(3)

Henllan
Pwt o hanes Henllan, Garthen, rhif 7, Tachwedd 1981, t. 1
Llun o dren yn gwibio tuag at orsaf Henllan yn y 1960au, Garthen, rhif 31, Mawrth 1984, t. 1








The whole of the Carmarthen and Cardigan Railway (to Newcastle Emlyn) as shown 
















[4.] Lampeter, Aberayron and New Quay Light Railway 

Order obtained 1 October 1906
Commenced 20 October 1908
Open to goods and passengers: 10 April and 12 May 1911
Closed to passengers: 10 February (officially 7 May) 1951; to goods: north-west of Felin Fach 5 
April 1965, and the rump of the line 30 September 1973; the last track was lifted in 1975

A system of two light railways was proposed in 1903 to link Lland[e]ilo to Aberayron via Lampeter. It was completed from Lampeter to Aberaeron only, and the section from Llandeilo was never built. It opened to all traffic in 1911, and was later operated by the GWR (1923), and then BR (1948). The planned branch from the vicinity of Ciliau-Ayron halt to New Quay was never built. The line closed to passengers in 1951, and to goods beyond Felin Fach in1963, but remained partially open for milk traffic from Lampeter to Green Grove Creamery siding north-west of Felin Fach station till 1973. Part of line from near Aberaeron to Llanerchaeron is now a cycle and walking path. Felin Fach station buildings have now been removed to the Gwili Rly, a steam-operated line on the trackbed of the Carmarthen and Cardigan Rly [3.], whose headquarters are at Bronwydd Arms, Carmarthenshire. The Aberayron signal box is preserved on private land in Fishguard, Pembrokeshire.

Original stations in Ceredigion: Lampeter, Silian halt, Blaenplwyf halt, Talsarn halt, Felin Fach (actually at Llanfihangel-Ystrad, i.e. Ystrad-Aeron, and earlier called Ystrad), Ciliau-Ayron halt, Crossways halt, Llanerch-Ayron halt (provisionally first known as Neuaddlwyd), Aberayron [the older spelling of Aeron was always used in all three relevant names and is used in reference to original documentation above].

[One of the original intended destinations appears in the name of the Carmarthenshire station New Quay Road, on the former Manchester and Milford Rly [5.] line from Llandysul to Lampeter, where this line intersects the road (currently the B4459) across the mountains via Synod Inn (Post-mawr) to the coast. There was an earlier (1903) abortive scheme to lay a line from Llandeilo to New Quay through Ffostrasol, and a branch from Ciliau-Ayron halt to New Quay was mooted in the original proposal for the LA&NQR. The GWR had run excursion omnibuses to New Quay from Llandeilo via New Quay Road in the first decade of the 20th century.]

	anon. (1908) The Lampeter-Aberayron Railway. GWR Magazine (December).
	anon. (1908) Lampeter‒Aberaeron light railway - first sod cut. Welsh Gazette, October 22, November 1908. [sic]
	anon. (1996) Railway that was built too late. Cardigan Tivyside, 11/1/1996. RC385.1GRE
	anon. (2011) Rheilffordd Llanbed ‒ Aberaeron 1911-1973; The Lampeter - Aberaeron Railway 1911-1973. Ysgol Ciliau Parc.
	Arthurton, Alfred W. (1914) The Lampeter and Aberayron Railway. Railway Magazine 34, 333.
	Bourne, J. (1953) The Lampeter, Aberayron and New Quay Light Railway. Trains Illustrated (August), 312.
	Cambrian News (1911) Railway souvenir edition, Lampeter and Aberaeron Railway.
	Cozens, Lewis, comp. (1957) Aberayron transport. London: private. 
	Evans, Elizabeth (no date) Adnabod ardal - Dyffryn Aeron: [section] Rheilfordd. Formerly at www.bbc.co.uk/cymru/canolbarth/hanes/pages/llambed.shtml (​http:​/​​/​www.bbc.co.uk​/​cymru​/​canolbarth​/​hanes​/​pages​/​llambed.shtml​).
	Evans, Elizabeth (1995) Atgofion am lein fach Dyffryn Aeron. Llais Aeron (Ebrill), p. 19. P48(1).385
	Great Western Railway (1911) West Wales – the new railway; through the Aeron Valley to the coast by GWR. Promotional booklet.
	Jones, E. (1972) Rheilffyrdd. Y Cardi 9, 20-1. [Lampeter – Aberaeron – New Quay light railway.]
	Mitchell, Vic (2011) Aberystwyth to Carmarthen: including Aberayron and Newcastle Emlyn branches. Midhurst: Middleton Press.
	Price, M[artin] R. C. (1995) The Lampeter, Aberayron and New Quay Light Railway. Headington: Oakwood Press (Locomotion Papers 191). [2nd edn 2011.]
	Smith, William H., and Chris Turner (1995) The Aberayron branch. Great Western Railway Journal 2.16, 662-88.

Summary taken from web-site Steamindex:
Sir J. W. Szlumper proposed a 2 ft gauge line from Newcastle Emlyn to Aberayron and New Quay, and the Vale of Rheidol Railway actually obtained powers on 13 August 1898 for a line to Aberayron, which Cardigan County Council supported, but these were abandoned in 1904. On 9 October 1906 an Order was obtained for a Lampeter, Aberayron and New Quay Light Railway, the Chairman for which was J. H. Harford and the contractor was Edward Nuttall & Co. of Manchester. The GWR was not prepared to work the line until some of the curves had been eased, but it was inspected by Major Druitt on 10 May 1911 and opened on 12 May. Some of the notes were based on Edgar Rushton’s observations as a clerk at Aberayron between 1929 and 1935, at which time the branch was under the charge of the station master at Lampeter. The freight was mainly inwards and consisted of coal, lime and cement. Most of the staff who worked on the line are listed. During WW2 evacuees were brought from Birkenhead by special trains. Mary Lloyd was a clerk between 1942 and 1948. There were some extra movements of troops. The line closed to passenger traffic in 1951, but the Milk Marketing Board opened a plant at Green Grove Siding [near Felin Fach, RC] on 10 May 1951 and this ensured that the line thus far remained open for milk tank wagons until 1 October 1973, although Aberayron had lost its freight traffic on 5 April 1975 [really 1963, RC]. 

*** The illustrations include one of a 517 class with an auto trailer at Aberayron in 1911; the line under construction, the arrival of the inspection train hauled by 517 class No. 840, S&W 0-6-0T 1356 Will Scarlet, auto trailer No. 51; several early views of terminus, Aberayron Junction when new; 517 No. 219 (associated with, but not on, line); Ciliau Aeron; landslip at Llanybyther on 25 November 1946; Felin Fach; Camping Coach W9934W (A. Attewell); engine shed on 28 August 1956; 7444 with milk train on 7 July 1955 (H. C. Casserley); 7407 with milk train on 30 August 1951 (W. A. Camwell) and 7439 on freight; p.717 William Hubbard standing before his coal wagon at Aberayron in 1936/7, and Hubbard’s coal lorries (Ford in 1931/Fordson in 1938). Colour: loading milk at Felin Fach in June 1961 (T. J. Edgington); interior of booking office at Aberayron (John Andrew) and 7402 approaching Aberayron Junction (T. J. Edgington).

	Williams, Glyn (2008) Aberayron. Great Western Railway Journal 9.67, 172-5.

Summary taken from web-site Steamindex:
Three views probably taken by a local photographer within weeks of the line opening on 12 May 1911: one shows the approach road; another an 0-6-0ST which has pushed the buffer stops into the road, and the final two-page spread a panorama showing two locomotives, both 517 class 0-4-2Ts: one with auto train (may have been No. 219) and other on freight? may have been No. 569. Work was taking place on the road surface in the goods yard and sun was very high. 

This item provoked  letters as follows: 
	9.67 p. 209 from Keith Ettle (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​/​gwrj​/​gwrj9.htm" \l "209-ke#209-ke​) who wonders whether the wagon (main panorama) with a plate lettered GW LOCO COAL might have been on hire. 
	9.70 (2009) pp. 357-60 from R. T. Crump (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​/​gwrj​/​gwrj9.htm" \l "357-rc#357-rc​) on wagons lettered CRUMP which belonged to a company titled Lydney & Crump Meadow Colliery Co. which ceased production in 1929, work transferring to Arthur & Edward Colliery. Also states liveries used by Crump Meadow: plain black with white lettering; light grey with white lettering either shaded red oxide or black 
	9.70 (2009) p. 360 from Fred Walton (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​/​gwrj​/​gwrj9.htm" \l "360-fw#360-fw​) on six-wheel brake van (24-ton) probably lettered "Aberay[r]on" needed for severe gradients....







The bridge on the approach to Aberayron station


Press cuttings: Lampeter, Aberayron & New Quay Light Railway

1978
Hen reilffordd, Dolen, rhif 2, Hydref 1978, t. 3
1986
Atgofion – Dewch ar y trên bach, Llais Aeron, rhif 87, Chwefror 1986, t. 8-9, Llais Aeron, rhif 88, Mawrth 1986, t. 11, Llais Aeron, rhif 89, Ebrill 1986, t. 10-11, Llais Aeron, rhif 91, Mehefin 1986, t. 6, Llais Aeron, rhif 91, Mehefin 1986, t. 10, Llais Aeron, rhif 91, Gorffennaf 1986, t. 9, Llais Aeron, rhif 92, Awst 1986, t. 14 
1995
Evans, Elizabeth; Atgofion am Lein Fach Dyffryn Aeron, Llais Aeron, rhif 179, Ebrill 1995, t. 19 
1996
The railway that was built too late, Cardigan Tivyside, 11/1/1996, P1.385/RC385.1GRE

Cilie [= Ciliau Aeron]
Llun o Dafi Griffiths, gofalwr gorsaf Cilie, Llais Aeron, rhif 114, Hydref 1988, t. 12
Felinfach
Llun o grwp cynnal a chadw rheilffordd Felinfach, Llais Aeron, rhif 159, Ebrill 1993, t. 12
New Quay/Cei Newydd




Promotional material of the AVRS: GWR pannier tank shunting outside Aberayron station on      27 February 1963, just before the closure of the line










Open to passengers and goods: 1866 from Pencader Junction to Strata Florida; 1867 from Strata 
Florida to Aberystwyth 
Closed: northern section (north of Llanilar, owing to flood damage) December 1964 and 



















The line was planned from Llanidloes (Penpontbren Junction)​[1]​ to Pencader Junction via Devil’s Bridge and Lampeter as part of an intended through route from Manchester to Milford Haven using a complex of running powers over other companies’ lines at both ends (including over the Carmarthen and Cardigan Rly [3.] from Pencader Junction southwards) and with new lines in Mid Wales connecting them. A branch from Devil’s Bridge to Aberystwyth was also intended. The first section of the planned main line was built from Carmarthen to Strata Florida (1864-6). The section from Penpontbren Junction to Llangurig (entirely in Montgomeryshire) was also built, but abandoned after one trial goods train movement (1865-6) and dismantled. 

A route from Llangurig to Strata Florida was to be built, effectively for the M&M, by the Mid Wales Rly. It was surveyed at least in part south towards Cwmystwyth (Ceredigion); some essential works including a tunnel were begun (and are still visible), but the line was never built because of engineering difficulty coupled with cost. Changes in the detail of the planned main line between Alltddu and Ysbyty Ystwyth were made already in 1864; the planned route north of Strata Florida (station actually near Ystrad Meurig) was then abandoned, and completed instead from Strata Florida to Aberystwyth  (1867), leading to an abrupt change of direction north of Strata Florida. It was later run and then formally leased by the GWR (1905-1911), then incorporated; BR (1948). 

There was a branch to Aberystwyth Harbour, with a spur to the quay south of the Rheidol, closed 1890s; there was a company warehouse on the harbourside, the site now developed for housing. Some M&M rail is said (Dr Andrew Breen, online list contribution 24/01/2007) to survive in fencing alongside the former course of the harbour branch, see also users.aber.ac.uk/azb/outside/tanybwlch.html (​http:​/​​/​users.aber.ac.uk​/​azb​/​outside​/​tanybwlch.html​) (Andrew Breen’s pages; now defunct or moved).

There was an abortive scheme in the 1990s to open a narrow gauge line on the trackbed from Trawscoed to Llanilar. Where not in private ownership, the route as built is, in 2010, a bridleway, footway and cycleway, the Llwybr Ystwyth/Ystwyth Trail, from Aberystwyth to Tregaron (www.ystwythtrail.org.uk/home.asp (​http:​/​​/​www.ystwythtrail.org.uk​/​home.asp​); click to History page; now defunct or moved).
Relevant material could once also be found on www.hanesybont.org.uk/corscaron/yrailway.htm (​http:​/​​/​www.hanesybont.org.uk​/​corscaron​/​yrailway.htm​), with clear maps and detailed descriptions of the routes mentioned, and disputable accounts of the role of local individuals in influencing the final route. 
A narrow-gauge railway to Aberystwyth was first proposed after the initial route planned (i.e. that from Llanidloes to Devil’s Bridge to Carmarthen, with a branch from Devil’s Bridge to Aberystwyth) was altered and then abandoned before construction had got fully under way. This narrow gauge line was never built, but its aims were ultimately realized in the new enterprise the Vale of Rheidol Light Rly [7]. 

Original stations in Ceredigion: 

Aberystwyth [shared with Aberystwith and Welsh Coast Rly [1.], then Cambrian Rly], Llanrhystyd Road [this older spelling of Llanrhystud was always used], Llanilar, Felin Duffryn [usually spelt thus], Trawscoed, Caradog Falls halt, Strata Florida [despite pressure to call it, more appropriately, Ystrad Meurig], Alltddu halt, Tregaron, Pont Llanio, Olmarch halt, Llangybi unstaffed station, Derry Ormond [previously Bettws, i.e. serving Betws Bledrws], Lampeter.

	anon. (1911) Cambrian Railways. In J. Ballinger, ed., Aberystwyth and district, National Union of Teachers conference guide. Aberystwyth: S. V. Galloway.
	anon. (1971) Disused rail station [= Tregaron] to produce train parts. Western Mail, 4 January 1971, P12(1).385
	Atterbury, Paul (2007) Along lost lines. Newton Abbot: David and Charles, pp. 92-5. [2nd rev. edn (2009) Newton Abbot: David and Charles.]
	Bird, Nigel (1994) Llanilar and Trawscoed station statistics. Phoenix (summer), P57.385
	Dalton, T. Pat (1959) Aberystwyth-Carmarthen Branch of the Western Region. Trains Illustrated [January?], 39-45.
	Foster, R. T. (1977) Railways at Aberystwyth. Railway World 38, 322-5.
	Hall, W. R. (1924) Old Manchester & Milford. Cambrian News, February 29, March 7, 1924.
	Holden, J[ohn] S. (1979) The Manchester & Milford Railway. Blandford: Oakwood Press. [2nd edn Usk: Oakwood Press (2007). The definitive work.]
	Jones, Evan (1981) Rheilffyrdd: bwriadau na ddaeth i ben. Dolen 29 (Mawrth), 7.
	Jones, Kitty Lloyd (1997) Y reilwe a stesion Pont Llanio. Barcud 219 (Tachwedd), 16-17, 220 (Rhagfyr), 4-6; (1998) 223 (Ebrill), 4-5, 226, (Gorffennaf), 8-9, 227 (Medi), 13-15.
	Kidner, Roger W. (2003) The Mid-Wales Railway, 2nd edn. Headington: Oakwood Press (Oakwood Library 79). [First edn 1990. The MWR is relevant as a collaborator and legal adversary of the M&M, though it did not operate in Ceredigion.]
	Lindsey-Badcock, W. (1907) Manchester and Milford Railway. Great Western Railway Magazine, 130-2 and 152-5. 
	Lloyd, Edward (1926) Manchester & Milford memories. Welsh Gazette, December 23. 
	Manchester and Milford Rly (1906) Working time table for the use of the Company’s servants only (​http:​/​​/​openlibrary.org​/​b​/​OL14169319M​/​Working-time-table-for-the-use-of-the-Company's-servants-only​), commencing April 9th, 1906, and until further notice. Aberystwyth: John Morgan.
	Mitchell, Vic (2011) Aberystwyth to Carmarthen: including Aberayron and Newcastle Emlyn branches. Midhurst: Middleton Press.
	Perkins, T. R. (1906) The Manchester and Milford Railway. Railway Magazine 18, 209.
	Rees, James (1948) Manchester & Milford Railway. Welsh Gazette, January 8, 15, 22, 29, February 5, 12, 19, 26, March 4. [Sequence of articles.]
	Rees, James (1952) Adventurous journey on the old Manchester & Milford, 1890. Welsh Gazette, January 24.
	Sturdy, F. (1929) Reminiscences of the old Manchester & Milford. Welsh Gazette, December 19.
	Vickers, Harold E. (1962) Around Cardigan Bay (Railways). Railway Magazine 108.731, 149-58.

	www.lampeterstation.co.uk/prototype_2.php (​http:​/​​/​www.lampeterstation.co.uk​/​prototype_2.php​) [includes history of Lampeter station]
	www.railbrit.co.uk/Manchester_and_Milford_Railway/frame.htm (​http:​/​​/​www.railbrit.co.uk​/​Manchester_and_Milford_Railway​/​frame.htm​) [hard to access]
	Public information board at Cors Caron car park on Ystwyth Trail
There was a campaign current in July 2014 for a feasibility study on reopening the line from the south at least as far as Lampeter, and perhaps the entire line; see e.g. www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-mid-wales-26670962 (22 (​http:​/​​/​www.bbc.co.uk​/​news​/​uk-wales-mid-wales-26670962 (22​) March 2014; now unavailable). Placards were visible in Lampeter. Official sources seemed unimpressed.

Press cuttings: Manchester and Milford Railway (Carmarthen–Aberystwyth line): includes some items also dealing with [4.]
General
undated
Rees, James; Manchester and Milford: Railway’s strange title, Welsh Gazette [?details], RC385.1GRE
1907
Lindsey-Badcock, A; Manchester and Milford Railway, Great Western Railway Magazine, 1907, RC385.1GRE
1959
Dalton, Pat; Aberystwyth-Carmarthen branch of the W. R., Trains Illustrated, January 1959, RC385.1GRE
1963
British Rail Board, Public Notice: Withdrawal of Railway Passenger Services, Cambrian News, 28/6/1963.
1965
anon.; No bouquets at final curtain, Cambrian News, February 26, 1965.
anon.; Only memories will run on this line, Cambrian News, February 19, 1965.
1967
anon.; Steam express makes its last run, Daily Post, March 6, 1967.
anon.; Yn ddieithr ym mro fy maboed (yr M & M), Haul, 1927, t. 267-70.
1972
County rules out cash aid to save railway lines, Western Mail, 17/8/1972, RC385.1GRE
Railway hopes fade as milk board decide to use road, Western Mail, 1/11/1972, RC385.1GRE
Late bid to avert rail closure, Western Mail, 7/12/1972, RC385.1GRE
Rail fight group draw up plans, Western Mail, 11/12/1972, RC385.1GRE
Thomas to receive 2,000 rail protests?, Western Mail, 20/12/1972, RC385.1GRE
1973
Evans, T. L.; Carmarthen and Cardigan Railway, Railway World, February 1973, RC385.1GRE
Council say no to subsidy for railway, Western Mail, 5/5/1973, RC385.1GRE
1978
Old railway line puts area on right track for boom, Western Mail, 27/7/1978, RC385.1GRE
1980
Railway link may be restored, Western Mail, 4/1/1980, RC385.1GRE
1981
Jones, Evan; Rheilffyrdd: bwriadau na ddaeth i ben, Dolen, rhif 29, Mawrth 1981, t. 7
1985 
Ford, Tony; Lost railway of Mid Wales, Country Quest, March 1985, RC385.1TEI
1990
Mini network’s story, Cambrian News, 29/6/1990, RC385.1GRE
2012
Petition to call for the reopening of line to Carmarthen, Cambrian News, 27/9/2012 [pdf]
2013





Llun o orsaf Caradog Falls, Tynygraig, Barcud, rhif 86, Tachwedd 1984, t. 1
Lampeter/Llanbedr Pont Steffan
1985
Y stesion, Clonc, rhif 32, Ebrill 1985, t. 11
Llanilar
1982
Dau lun o orsaf Llanilar, dim dyddiad, Dolen, rhif 44, Medi 1982, t. 15
1985
Hope for old yard, Western Mail, 23/4/1983, P57.385 [Llanilar]
1987
Llun o orsaf Llanilar cyn y Rhyfel Byd Cyntaf, Dolen, rhif 99, Gorffennaf 1987, t. 5
1988
Evans, R. H.; Helynt y cloc larwm, Dolen, rhif 107, Ebrill 1988, t. 5
1994
Bird, Nigel; Llanilar and Trawscoed Station statistics, Phoenix, Summer 1994, P57.385
1999
Llun o orsaf Llanilar, dim dyddiad, Dolen, rhif 228, Ebrill 1999, t. 2
Work to start on rail link, Cambrian News, 26/8/1999, P57.385 [Trawscoed-Llanilar] 1959 
2000 [refers to 1959]





Hen orsaf Llanybydder, Clonc, rhif 192, Ebrill 2001, t. 14-15 [Llanybydder is actually just in Carmarthenshire.]
Maesycrugiau
1984
Thomas, D. J.; Hanes Stesion Maesycrugiau, Garthen, rhif 34, Mehefin 1984, t. 4, Garthen, rhif 36, Hydref 1984, t. 2 [Maesycrugiau is actually just in Carmarthenshire.]
Pont Llanio
1994
Llun o Llanio gyda’r rheilffordd, dim dyddiad, Barcud, rhif 188, Hydref 1994, t. 10
1997-8
Jones, Kitty Lloyd; Y reilwe a stesion Pont Llanio, Barcud, rhif 219, Tachwedd 1997, t. 16-17, rhif 220, Rhagfyr, t. 4-6, rhif 223, Ebrill 1998, t. 4-5, rhif 226, Gorffennaf, t. 8-9, rhif 227, Medi, t. 13-15
Strata Florida/Ystrad Fflur
1984
Llun o orsaf Strata Florida yn 1904, Barcud, rhif 86, Tachwedd 1984, t. 2
1994
Back where it belongs, Cambrian News, 1/5/1994, P13(1).385
2001
Meurig memories, Cambrian News, 24/5/2001, P13(1).385
2007
Ffarwel i Stesion Strata, Cambrian News, 22/3/2007, p. 19
2009
Y dychymyg a’r atgofion yn dren, Cambrian News, 19/2/2009, [details?]
Trawscoed/Trawsgoed
1980
Llun o orsaf Trawsgoed, dim dyddiad, Dolen, rhif 24, Hydref 1980, t. 4
1994
Bird, Nigel; Llanilar and Trawscoed Station statistics, Phoenix, Summer 1994, P57.385
Tregaron
1958
Retired on Christmas Day, Welsh Gazette, 1/1/1959, P12(1).385
1971
Disused rail station to produce train parts, Western Mail, 4/1/1971, P12(1).385
1991, refers to incident in 1953









































Open to passengers and goods: 1897
Closed to passengers and goods: 1899
Track lifted 1914 and (at Bwlch Glas Farm) 1926






The Hafan system (in black) at its maximum extent (© Dan Crow, 2007; Wikimedia Commons)


Some of the tramway’s wagons survive on the Vale of Rheidol Rly [7.], and a replica of its only passenger carriage runs on the Launceston Steam Rly, Cornwall.

	Cozens, Lewis, comp. (1955) The Plynlimon & Hafan Tramway. Privately published.
	Edwards, W. J. (1964) Beth am y daith ar y Plynlimon a Hafan tramway. Gwrandawr (Gorffennaf), 5. 
	Huws, Huw (1976) Lein fach yr Hafan (gyda lluniau). Papur Pawb 19 (Mehefin), 3; (1976) Papur Pawb 20 (Gorffennaf), 6; (1997) Papur Pawb 230 (Mehefin), 6.
	Middlemass, Thomas (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​/​books.htm" \l "middlemass​) (1991) Encyclopaedia of narrow gauge railways in Great Britain and Ireland. London: Guild Books. [Includes Hafan.]
	Wade, E. [Ted] A. (1997) The Plynlimon & Hafan Tramway. Chacewater: Twelveheads Press. [Earlier edition published Talybont: Y Lolfa (1976).]
	Weaver, Rodney (1984) Victorian reflections. The Narrow Gauge (The Narrow Gauge Railway Society journal). [Details not known]  
	Weaver, C. R. [Rodney] (c.1989) Plynlimon and Hafan Railway. Ffestiniog Railway Heritage Group Journal 20, 19.

Press cuttings:  Plynlimon and Hafan Tramway
1975
Mab y Mynydd (stori am was ffarm yn trio dal y tren); Papur Pawb, rhif 10, Gorffennaf 1975, t. 2        
1981 
Lein fach yr Hafan, Dolen, rhif 37, Rhagfyr 1981, t. 8
1986
The forgotten railway, Cambrian News, 10/1/1986, RC385.5HAF
1988
Rheilffordd yr Hafan, Tincer, rhif 112, Hydref 1988, t. 4
1997
Jenkins, Dafydd; Lein fach yr Hafan, Papur Pawb, rhif 229, Mai 1997, t. 4
Hammonds, Jim; Cyfle a gollwyd: Lein fach yr Hafan [in Welsh and English]. Papur Pawb, Mai 1997, t. 57-60, online at http://www.tal-y-bont.org/uploads/057_060low.pdf (​http:​/​​/​www.tal-y-bont.org​/​uploads​/​057_060low.pdf​). 





























Open for passengers and goods: 1902
Closed to goods: 1930s; for passengers: still open as a heritage/preserved railway. The last steam railway run by the former BR.


The line runs from Aberystwyth to Devil’s Bridge, and is constructed on the narrow gauge (1’ 11¾", often called “two-foot”). It incorporated some materials from the Plynlimon and Hafan Tramway [6.]. It was later absorbed by Cambrian Rlys (1913), then the GWR (1923), then BR (1948), and was then sold off to private concerns, first the Brecon Mountain Rly (1989), and lastly the Phyllis Rampton Narrow Gauge Railway Trust (1996). Goods services were withdrawn in the 1930s when ore mining and forestry stagnated. The original Vale of Rheidol Rly terminus at Aberystwyth Smithfield was abandoned in 1925 in favour of a new station closer to Aberystwyth mainline station. Since 1968, the railway uses the former Carmarthen (Manchester & Milford [5.]) platform of Aberystwyth station.

There was formerly a branch on the north side of Aberystwyth harbour for mineral and timber traffic, opened 1902 as the original main line, closed 1923 at Grouping and reduced to a shunting neck passing the V&R locomotive shed. Before that there was a distinct Manchester & Milford [5.] branch to the harbour, and a warehouse, closed 1890s?; users.aber.ac.uk/azb/outside/tanybwlch.html (​http:​/​​/​users.aber.ac.uk​/​azb​/​outside​/​tanybwlch.html​) (Andrew Breen’s pages; now defunct or moved).

Present stations and halts in Ceredigion: 

Aberystwyth (Vale of Rheidol), now uses Aberystwyth (BR as was)*, Llanbadarn, Glanrafon, Capel Bangor*, Nantyronen, Aberffrwd*, Rheidol Falls, Rhiwfron, Devil’s Bridge*. [*Current block stations with a passing loop. For a full history of the stations, including closed ones, see chapter 7 of Green (1986).]

At the site of Rhiwfron, there was once an aerial cableway from lead mines nearby.

In view of the large literature on the Vale of Rheidol Rly, the following list omits brief sections in the many general books about narrow-gauge railways, but includes more substantial ones.


	Anderson, J. C. (1978) The Vale of Rheidol Railway [Aberystwyth to Devil’s Bridge]. Welsh Railway Review 1, 37-40.
	anon.  (1971) What you will see in the Vale of Rheidol: a guide for passengers on the narrow gauge railway. Aberystwyth: West Wales Naturalist Trust.
	Baker, Allan C. (2008) Vale of Rheidol Railway/ Rheilffordd Cwm Rheidol. A visitors guide. Loxhill, Godalming: Phyllis Rampton Narrow Gauge Railway Trust. [The current official guidebook, July 2009.]
	Ballantyne, Hugh (2003) The Vale of Rheidol railway: a nostalgic trip along the line from Aberystwyth to Devil’s Bridge. Kettering: Past and Present.
	Boyd, J[ames] I. C. (1965, 1970) Narrow gauge railways in mid-Wales. Lingfield: Oakwood Press (B3). [Possibly distinct editions. Further printing (Headington, 1986) with sub-title 1850-1970. Reprinting (Usk, 2009). Apparent earlier edition or related title, Narrow gauge rails in mid-Wales: a historical survey of the narrow gauge railways in mid-Wales. South Godstone: Oakwood Press (1952). Includes the Vale of Rheidol Rly on 91-112 of 1952 edn.] 
	Boyd-Hope, Gary (2009) Rheidol revival: 20 years of private enterprise. Steam Railway 358, 91-5. 
	Brooks, J. (no date) The Vale of Rheidol Railway. London: British Rail.
	Cowell, R. (1983) The Vale of Rheidol Railway letter stamps. Welsh Philatelic Society Newsletter 35, 6-8. [Illustrations of stamps issued 1970-82 for posting letters on the train.]
	Cozens, Lewis, comp. (1950) The Vale of Rheidol Railway. Sutton, Surrey: private.
	Dalton, T. P[at] (1957) Special traffic on the Vale of Rheidol line. Railway Magazine (?month), 689.
	Dalton, Pat (1960) Decade on the Vale of Rheidol. Railway Magazine (?month), 881-3.
	Davies, W. J. K. (1960) The Vale of Rheidol Light Railway. London: Ian Allan. [2nd edn (1964). 3rd edn Vale of Rheidol Light Railway. London: Ian Allan and British Railways.]
	Duncan, I. G. T. (1947) By rail to Devil’s Bridge. Railway Magazine (July-August), 217-8, 222.
	Gardner, R. (1986) Rheidol incident. Railway Magazine 132, 558-9. [Derailment.]
	Green, C. C. (1984) Rheidol journey: siwrnau Rheidol: a souvenir booklet of consecutively arranged train scenes spanning 30 years. Birmingham: privately published. [Second edn (1993).]
	Green, C.C. (1986) An illustrated history of the Vale of Rheidol light railway: the little line along the Rheidol. Didcot: Wild Swan Publications. [The standard work on the VofR.]
	Green, Ricky (1957-8) Narrow gauge look. [Series of articles on the Vale of Rheidol.] Railway Modeller (May, July, September, November 1957; February 1958).
	Hills, T. (1991) The way ahead at the Vale of Rheidol. Railway World 52, 14-8.
	Jones, Norman (1961) Welsh railway through scenic beauty. Country Life 129, 1474-6.
	Jones, Richard B. (1968) British narrow gauge railways. London: A. & C. Black, chapter 4 (20-26).
	Kidner, R[oger] W. (1947) Narrow gauge railways of Wales, 3rd edn. (Sidcup?): Oakwood Press (Light Railway Handbooks). [Many editions, ?possibly 10, and/or reprintings. Also forms part of the collected The light railway handbook (Tanglewood: Oakwood Press (1950) etc.).]
	Lee, Charles E. (1945) Narrow gauge railways in North Wales. London: Railway Publishing Co. [Contains chapter on VofR.]
	Mayne, L. B., and Ricky Green (1958) Vale of Rheidol Railway. Trains Illustrated Summer annual 3, 44-8.
	Mitchell, Vic (1998) Two-foot gauge survivors. Midhurst: Middleton Press. [VofR is one of four railways treated.]
	Prior, C. E. (1970) Steaming along the Rheidol valley. Country Quest 11.1, 22-4.
	Rees, James (1949) Vale of Rheidol – history. Welsh Gazette, March 3, 17, 24, 31; April 7.
	Reeves, J., ed. (no date [1975]) Vale of Rheidol Railway pictorial. Truro: Barton.
	Shaw, Frederic (1958) Vale of Rheidol railway. In the author’s Little railways of the world. Berkeley, California: Howell-North, chapter 17.
	Steel, J. (1987) Wartime on the Vale of Rheidol. Narrow Gauge 114, 3.
	Troughton, W. (1991) Aberystwyth and district and the Vale of Rheidol railway: a portrait in old postcards. Market Drayton: S. B. Publications.
	Wright, P. Q. (1975) All aboard for a steam trip to remember - Vale of Rheidol railway. Country Quest 15.10, 32-4.

The official web-site is www.rheidolrailway.co.uk/ (​http:​/​​/​www.rheidolrailway.co.uk​/​​).
Geograph (2008) www.geograph.org.uk/gallery/the_vale_of_rheidol_light_railway_6996 (​http:​/​​/​Geograph (2008) www.geograph.org.uk​/​gallery​/​the_vale_of_rheidol_light_railway_6996​).


Press cuttings: Vale of Rheidol Railway/ Rheilffordd Cwm Rheidol

1903
Timetable booklet, July, August, September 1903, RC385.5SER
1907
Vale of Rheidol Railway, GWR Magazine, 201-2.
1945
Forgotten railway, Welsh Gazette, 25/1/1945.
1952
Jubilee of the Valley Railway, Welsh Gazette, 25/12/1952, RC385.5HIS
1953
Y Lein fach, Welsh Gazette, 8/1/1953.
1957
My baptism of the footplate, Cambrian News, 19/4/1957.
1967
BR’s only mini-line faces closure threat, Daily Post, 4/4/1967, RC385.5CLO
Lein Fach’s future uncertain, Cambrian News, 7/4/1967, RC385.5CLO
Threat to the future of Lein Fach, Cambrian News, 16/6/1967, RC385.5CLO
Line must not be sold, says council, Cambrian News, 7/1967, RC385.5PRI [date defective]
Barbara raises hopes of a little Welsh railway, Daily Post, 3/7/1967, RC385.5CLO
‘Sweetest little railway’ stays, Western Mail, 3/7/1967, RC385.5CLO
Do you want to buy a railway? offer for Aberystwyth, Western Mail, 6/7/1967, RC385.5PRI
Rail sale offer angers Aberystwyth, Daily Post, 7/7/1967
Mr X in Rheidol bid, Western Mail, 13/7/1967, RC385.5PRI
Rheidol railway sale plan plagued by ifs and buts, Western Mail, 11/7/1967, RC395.5CLO [also catalogued as in Daily Post]
Councillors castigate BR over Lein Fach bombshell, Cambrian News, 21/7/1967, RC385.5PRI
Rheidol railway not to be sold for time being, Western Mail, 8/8/1967, RC385.5PRI
BR shelve plan to sell Lein Fach, Cambrian News, 11/8/1967, RC385.5PRI
Narrow gauge railway is reprieved, Western Mail, 7/11/1967, RC385.5PRI
1968
Vale of Rheidol locomotives: Repairs performed in the Winter of 1967-1968, typed list, RC385.5REP
Where steam is paying its way, Daily Post, 11/5/1968, RC385.5FIN
First trip from new home, Cambrian News, 24/5/1968, RC385.5HIS
Tiny train that’s always one hoot ahead, Daily Mirror, 16/7/1968, RC385.5SER
BR say line is not to be sold, Western Mail, 3/10/1968, RC385.5PRI
Record year outshines sale rumour, Cambrian News, 4/10/1968, RC385.5FIN
Fight to keep line, Western Mail, 4/12/1968, RC385.5CLO
1969
£359,000 grant for railway, Cambrian News, 31/1/1969, RC385.5FIN
Full steam ahead to save locos, Western Mail, 15/2/1969, RC385.5CLO
BR reject idea of selling Rheidol line, Daily Post, 24/10/1969, RC385.5PRI
1971
A further year of progress, Narrow Gauge Telegraph, 1971, RC385.5HIS
1975
Young German bride falls for V of R driver, Cambrian News, 19/9/1975, RC385.5HIS
1976
Rail fans form new group, Western Mail, 19/6/1976, RC385.5HIS
Fire risk worries farmers, Western Mail, 9/10/1976, RC385.5ACC
Lein Fach’s steam in danger from diesel, Cambrian News, 26/11/1976, RC385.5HIS
1977
Lein fach’s 75th year, Cambrian News, 1/4/1977, RC385.5HIS
Full steam ahead as veteran loco puffs to the rescue, Western Mail, 6/4/1977, RC385.5ACC
Penblwydd hapus i’r Lein Fach (gyda lluniau), Angor, rhif 3, Rhagfyr 1977, t. 9-10 P6.385.5VAL
1979
Trains blamed for fires, Western Mail, 4/4/1979, RC385.5ACC
1980
Train fan’s ashes are scattered near track, Western Mail, 11/8/1980, RC385.5HIS
Train spotters revel in 12 mile railway’s first open day, Western Mail, 13/10/1980, P6.385.5VAL
Williams, M.; Vale of Rheidol Locomotive, Model Railway Constructor Annual, 1980, RC385.5HIS
1981
History of the Vale of Rheidol, Western Mail 1981 [?details?], RC385.5HIS 
Lein Fach derailment – British Rail probe the causes, Cambrian News, 23/10/1981, P6.385.5VAL
Lein fach Pontarfynach, Dolen, rhif 36, Tachwedd 1981, t. 4
1982
Railway anniversary, Western Mail, 5/2/1982, P6.385.5VAL
Thomas the Tank Engine Lives Here, Observer Supplement, 12/9/1982, p. 34-40 
1984
Need for volunteer workers on Lein Fach, Cambrian News, 2/11/1984, RC385.5HIS
1986
How Lein Fach sell out hit buffers, Cambrian News, 21/2/1986, RC385.5PRI
Open crossings – fourth victim, Cambrian News, 28/3/1986, RC385.5ACC
60 escape as train ploughs into lorry, Western Mail, 20/5/1986, RC385.5ACC
Must someone die before we get a safe crossing – councillors, Cambrian News, 23/5/1986, RC385.5ACC
BR probe derailment, Cambrian News, 28/5/1986, RC385.5ACC
Train jumps tracks again, Cambrian News, 30/5/1986, RC385.5ACC
Sparks fly over run down line, Cambrian News, 25/7/1986, RC385.5PRI 
Nurse is freed after car is crushed by train, Western Mail, 16/9/1987, RC385.5ACC
BR to splurge £100,000 on Lein Fach, [?which newspaper?] 7/11/1986, RC385.5FIN 
Life-time’s enthusiasm for the VoR, Cambrian News, 19/12/1986, RC385.5HIS
1987
BR may sell its last steam train in Wales, Western Mail, 3/7/1987, RC385.5PRI
Save our Lein, Cambrian News, 10/7/1987, RC385.5PRI
Consortium gets backing for Vale of Rheidol take over, Cambrian News, 28/8/1987, RC385.5PRI
The day Lein Fach went off the rails, Cambrian News, 28/8/1987, RC385.5ACC
1988
Lein Fach – staff lose their take over bid, Cambrian News, 12/8/1988, P6.385.5VAL
Unions join forces in bid to save Lein Fach, Cambrian News, 30/9/1988, RC385.5PRI
Railway news, Private Eye, 14/10/1988, RC385.5HIS
1989
Vale of tears, Steam Railway, March 1989, P6.385.5VAL 
Lein Fach – an eleventh hour rescue bid, Cambrian News, 17/3/1989, P6.385.5VAL
You’re not wanted, railway group told, Western Mail, 29/3/1989, P6.385.5VAL
Railway volunteers may quit after snub, Western Mail, 31/8/1990, P6.385.5VAL
Steam rail buffs reach end of line, Western Mail, 22/10/1990, P6.385.5VALE
1990
Lein Fach’s Aberffrwd loop replaced, Cambrian News, 2/3/1990, RC385.5REP
Railway races to repair fault, Western Mail, 2/5/1990, RC385.5REP
1996
Boom time for railway, Cambrian News, 11/7/1996, RC385.5SER
Rail sell-off attracts eight bidders, Cambrian News, 31/10/1996, RC385CAM
1999, refers to 1938
When steam was king in Devil’s Bridge, Cambrian News, 18/11/1999, P47(2).385
2002
Dal o bwffian, Dolen, rhif 267, Tachwedd 2002, t. 1
Steaming up the Vale of Rheidol, Cambrian News, 12/12/2002, RC385.5HIS
2010
Full steam ahead for historic railway’s upgrade, Cambrian News, 1/7/2010 [pdf]
2012
Booking office [at Aberystwyth] moved to ease customer access, Cambrian News, 9/2/2012 [pdf]
Ex MP takes trip on Rheidol railway, Cambrian News, 27/9/2012 [pdf] 
Transport special, Cambrian News, 27/9/2012 [pdf]
2013
Great grandson of Vale of Rheidol builder on Aber visit, Cambrian News, 12/9/2013 [pdf] 
Museum
Part of London Bridge station given to new Aber [V&R] rail museum, Cambrian News, 6/6/2013 [pdf]
2014
Refurbished railway station [Aberffrwd] opens, Cambrian News, 26/6/2014 [pdf]

There is brief anonymous material on the Vale of Rheidol in Railway Magazine 13 (1903), 195; 27 (1910), 310; 48 (1921), 364; and for children in Blodau’r Ffair 18 (1963), 18-20.

Vale of Rheidol – Supporters Association
Vale of Rheidol Supporters Association Newsletters, 1970-1978, RC385.5SUP 
Vale of Rheidol – Locomotives: Llywelyn
1981
A new old look for small train, Cambrian News, 24/4/1981, P6.385.5VAL
2012
Historic train goes back to using coal, Cambrian News, 22/3/2012 [pdf]
Vale of Rheidol – Locomotives: Prince of Wales
1980
Prince fires King Coal, Western Mail, 1/12/1980, P6.385.5VAL
1981
End of an era on Vale line, Western Mail, 3/4/1981, P6.385.5VAL
BR blaze a trail of publicity, Cambrian News, 10/4/1981, P6.385.5VAL
1982
Sponsorship boost for Lein Fach, Cambrian News, 5/11/1982, P6.385.5VAL
Loco goes north on tourist track, Western Mail, 15/11/1982, P6.385.5VAL
1983
Prince is 80 and yellow, Western Mail, 12/4/1982, P6.385.5VAL
Vale of Rheidol – Locomotives: Welsh Dragon
1981
Dragon gets up steam, Western Mail, 5/5/1981, P6.385.5VAL






























[8.] Whitland and Cardigan Railway (locally known as Y Cardi bach)

Act to extend to Cardigan: 1877
Open to passengers and goods: 31 August 1886 
Closed to passengers: 1962, goods: 1963

Cardigan was the goal of the original Carmarthen and Cardigan Rly [3.], but was eventually reached instead by the Whitland and Cardigan Railway from Whitland, Carmarthenshire, which was extended to Cardigan 1886. It was later operated by the GWR (leased 1886, acquired 1890), then BR (1948). The station at Cardigan was south of the Teifi, and only ever in Cardiganshire/Ceredigion because of county boundary adjustments. 

Original stations in Ceredigion: Cardigan (but see above).

	anon. (no date [must be about 1960-1, RC]) Proposed closure of the Cardigan Whitland railway to passenger and freight traffic. Typescript, P4.385 
	Burrell, J. F. (1952) The Cardigan branch. Railway Magazine (July), 481-5. P4.385
	Davies, Donald (1985) Whitland and Cardigan railway. Cardigan Tivyside, 8/2/1985; 15/2/1985; 22/2/1985; 1/3/1985; 8/3/1985. P4.385
	Davies, Donald (1986) Centenary of the Cardigan railway. Cardigan Tivyside, 29/8/1986; 5/9/1986. P4.385
	Jenkins, Stanley, and Chris Turner (1999) The Cardigan branch. Great Western Railway Journal 4.30, 302-28; 347-57 (two parts). Covers of this issue illustrated as follows: “[Loco no.] 1666 at Cardigan with 11.35 a.m. [to] Whitland on 22 August 1962”, by P. W. Gray (front), and “Cardigan station’s location on Teifi and freight travelling towards Cardigan”, by P. J. Garland (back).
Summary of article from web-site Steamindex:
A proposal for a Carmarthen to Cardigan Railway and St Dogmaels Railway foundered during the Railway Mania. The South Wales Railway from Standish Junction to Fishguard and Pembroke Dock had reached Carmarthen in October 1852, but did not reach New Milford until 15 April 1856, the delay being due to the Irish famine. The Carmarthen & Cardigan Railway Act received its Assent on 7 August 1854, but progress was slow and Pencader was not reached until 28 March 1864 and Llandyssil on 3 June. The Whitland & Taf Vale Railway was incorporated on 1 July 1869 to extend the line to Crymmych Arms. The engineer was James Weekes Szlumper of Aberystwyth. The line opened, under the first Light Railways Act to Glogue on 24 March 1873 and to Crymmych in October 1874; in both cases for freight. Passenger services had to wait until 12 July 1875. The line possessed its own locomotives, all of which were supplied by Fox Walker (0-6-0STs with outside cylinders): 170/1872 John Owen; 271/1875 and 340/1877. All were based at Llanfalteg. A 2-4-0 was hired from I. Boulton between January and June 1874. An Act was obtained in 1877 to extend the line to Cardigan, but serious financial difficulties inhibited progress until the GWR became involved and a further Act was obtained in 1881 to allow for deviations between Boncath and Kilgerran. Col. F. H. Rich inspected the line for the Board of Trade in June 1886 and insisted upon sleeping accommodation being provided for the crossing keepers. It opened to passengers on 31 August 1886 and was vested in the GWR on 1 July 1890. Daniel Gooch took an interest in the line (being noted in his Diaries). Cardigan became a major centre and got GWR bus services. In September 1926 there were services to Newcastle Emlyn, Newport (Pembrokeshire), Fishguard and to Aberystwyth via New Quay. They were handed over to the Western Welsh Omnibus Co., but parcels were still carried for the railway. The route is described. Goods traffic at Crymmych is detailed, but there is less on that at Cardigan. Ordnance Survey plan 1906. 
*** Extensively illustrated: 850 class 2011 (PT) at Cardigan in late 1940s with Driver Albert Lye and Fireman Hydryn Morgan; 850 (0-6-0ST) at Cardigan c.1900; 517 0-4-2T 202 at Cardigan in July 1911; Whitland 1953; 1628 on train for Cardigan at Whitland on 12 September 1952; Llanfalteg; Penclipping Crossing; Login; Llanglydwen with 1648; Rhydowen; Llanfyrnach; Glogue including with 4558; Crymmych Arms; Kilgerran; Boncath; Cardigan, several views including engine shed with 4558; 1628 at Whitland. 
*** This article provoked letters from:
	Nigel Pocock (4.31, p. 416; between 1920 and 1939 a siphon was conveyed from Cardigan on the first morning train and was taken forward from Whitland to Cardiff and returned via the 21.25 ex-Paddington parcels train. This vehicle conveyed perishables, but not milk. Milk was conveyed on the same up train, but the vehicle returned on the last passenger train of the day. Note also on B sets of carriages used)  (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​/​gwrj​/​gwrj4.htm" \l "31-416-np#31-416-np​) 
	E. Evans (4.31, pp. 416-7; Winston Churchill - Mary Queen of Scots-type visit to line in 1941/2 and obscure reference to “royal” passenger coaches) (​http:​/​​/​www.steamindex.com​/​gwrj​/​gwrj4.htm" \l "31-416-ee#31-416-ee​) 
	D. P. H. Thomas (5.59 (2006), p. 180) relating to livestock being sent to Hutchings of “Astrad”, which should have been Ystrad in the Rhondda Valley.
	Price, M[artin] R. C. (1976) The Whitland and Cardigan Railway. Blandford: Oakwood Press. [Second edn (1991).]





	https://www.britishrailways.tv/train-videos/2013-03/the-cardigan-branch-railway-roundabout-1958/ (​https:​/​​/​www.britishrailways.tv​/​train-videos​/​2013-03​/​the-cardigan-branch-railway-roundabout-1958​/​​) - historic film footage


Press cuttings: Whitland & Cardigan Railway

1876
Shall Cardigan have a railway?, Cardigan Tivyside, 8/9/1876, P4.385
1878
The railway, Cardigan Tivyside, 8/2/1878, P4.385
Cutting of the first sod, Cardigan Tivyside, 24/5/1878, P4.385

1879
Extension of the railway to Cardigan, Cardigan Tivyside, 14/11/1879, P4.385
1886
Extension of the railway to Cardigan: opening of the new line, Cardigan Tivyside, 3/9/1886, P4.385
Extension of the railway to Cardigan, Cardigan Tivyside, 10/9/1886, P4.385
1946
Opening of Cardigan railway, Cardigan Tivyside, 23/8/1946, P4.385
1952 
Burrell, J. F.; The Cardigan branch, Railway Magazine, July 1952, 481-5, P4.385
1960/1??? 
Proposed closure of the Cardigan-Whitland railway to passenger and freight traffic, typed manuscript, no author, no date, P4.385 
1973
Evans, T. L.; The Carmarthen and Cardigan Railway, Railway World, February 1973, 000-000, RC385.8/3/1985, P4.385
1985
Davies, Donald; Whitland and Cardigan railway, Cardigan Tivyside, 8/2/1985; 15/2/1985; 22/2/1985; 1/3/1985; 1GRE
1986
Memories of rail, Cambrian News, 8/8/1986, P4.385
Davies, Donald; Centenary of the Cardigan railway, Cardigan Tivyside, 29/8/1986; 5/9/1986, P4.385
1990
Excavator now standing on platform 1 ..., Cardigan Tivyside, 6/4/1990, P4.385
2012
Recalling the Cardi Bach, Cardigan Tivyside, 21/8/2012 [pdf]
Plaque unveiled to mark rail closure, Cardigan Tivyside, 11/9/2012 [pdf] 







































 [9.] Other mine and quarry tramways and similar

Little has been written on these tramways with the exception of the Plynlimon and Hafan [6.], and such details as are available have to be prised from the depths of paper and web publications. I have established the bare fact that at least the following mines in the centre of the county – Craig-y-Pistyll, Cwm Dar(r)en, Cwmsymlog, Frongoch and Llywernog – had tramways, and I quote evidence below from web-available material to show this. (Some of that material has been copied onto the web from elsewhere.) I include, first, general reference material to local mining as background.

	Bick, David E. (1974-91) The old metal mines of Mid-Wales, 6 parts. Newent: The Pound House. [Part 2: Cardiganshire - The Rheidol to Goginan. Part 3: Cardiganshire - North of Goginan. Part 6: A miscellany. New light on Cwmsymlog.]
	Foster-Smith, James R. (1979) The mines of Cardiganshire. Sheffield: Northern Mine Research Society (British Mining monograph 12). [Surveys the sites of all mines known to have existed in the area, for the benefit of students of industrial archaeology, geologists and mining engineers. Many smaller mines have disappeared without trace and their former location is difficult to establish. Several of the better-known mines have individual monographs devoted to them in the series of the Northern Mine Research Society.]
	Lewis, W. J. (1967) Lead mining in Wales. Cardiff: University of Wales Press. [A comprehensive account of the subject, from the earliest times until its demise early in the twentieth century. Specialized sections on conditions of labour, transport and trade, and mining and metallurgical techniques.]
	Richards, Alun John (2001) The slate railways of Wales. Llanrwst: Gwasg Carreg Gwalch. ISBN 0-86381-689-4. [There appear to have been no slate railways in Ceredigion, though there was one slate quarry. The Corris Railway just failed to enter the county at its maximum extent.]

Mines and quarries individually

	Craigypistyll or Craig-y-Pistyll (stone): “At the far end of this quarry the track ends before reaching a rock face. Turn left here and make your way through the rocks for 50 yards to reach the top of a rock-strewn incline, which was once used to carry trams of rock down from the quarry. This provides a convenient route down to the valley floor. From the bottom of the incline, cross a small stream and follow the level grassy former tramway down the valley.”  Said to be at NGR SN718842. www.walkingbritain.co.uk/walks/walks/walk_b/2048/ (​http:​/​​/​www.walkingbritain.co.uk​/​walks​/​walks​/​walk_b​/​2048​/​​)

	Cwm Dar(r)en (silver, lead): “This ancient mine was re-opened in 1731 to produce handsome profits of £12,000 per annum very quickly. A revival in the 1870s is marked by the remains of ore slides and a tramway. Cwm Darren mine (grid ref. SN681833) was rich in silver and seemed to have been worked in prehistoric times. A revival was attempted as recently as 1920.”
formerly at www2.ceredigion.gov.uk/english/visiting/tourism/pdf/trefeurig.pdf (​http:​/​​/​www2.ceredigion.gov.uk​/​english​/​visiting​/​tourism​/​pdf​/​trefeurig.pdf​)

	Cwmsymlog (lead, silver): tramway to Caenant. Cambria Archaeology (Dyfed Archaeological Trust):  “Part of Cwmsymlog lead mine has been scheduled (Cd 159). This mine is one of the most important lead and silver mines in Wales, for its well preserved remains, complex history and good overall documentation. There are many well-preserved features, and a high potential for archaeological remains, including: store chimney from an engine house, Pryse’s Shaft, Skinner’s Shaft, capstan circle, Myddleton’s Trench, tramway, leats, wheel pits and reservoir.”
formerly at www.environment-agency.gov.uk/static/documents/Research/cwmsymlog.pdf (​http:​/​​/​www.environment-agency.gov.uk​/​static​/​documents​/​Research​/​cwmsymlog.pdf​)

	Cwmystwyth (lead, zinc): “When the mill was working, ore came in via a tramway supported by the two pillars still visible at the centre of the stone structure and was processed through various crushing, separating and washing machinery on three different levels.” A small amount of rail can also be seen in situ.
formerly at derelictmisc.org.uk/cwm.html (​http:​/​​/​derelictmisc.org.uk​/​cwm.html​)





Physical and photographic evidence for tramways could formerly be seen at the on-site museum and on www.genuki.org.uk/big/wal/Llywernog.html (​http:​/​​/​www.genuki.org.uk​/​big​/​wal​/​Llywernog.html​).





The only slate quarrying in Ceredigion was at Eglwys Fach, Cymerau; I have found no reports of any tramway there.









Many large-scale construction works made use of temporary tramways. The only one that I have found mentioned with detail in the literature of Ceredigion is the pier at New Quay. “New Quay [had] a small tramway (1860) which worked from New Quay Head to New Quay pier helping to bring stone down from the quarry to build the pier” (formerly at www.new-quay.com) (​http:​/​​/​www.new-quay.com)ne​).. The line in fact operated 1836-before 1848, and may briefly have been brought back into use 1859-60. A short length of the original track is preserved in the open at the end of Rock Street (see photo p. 44). 

	Price, M. R. C. (1995) The Lampeter, Aberayron and New Quay Light Railway. Headington: Oakwood Press (Locomotion Papers 191), appendix 1. [Second edn 2011.]





Not railways in the conventional sense, aerial cableways are often of interest to railway enthusiasts. Accordingly we mention here: 

	The Aeron Express (Carriage bach), a hand-powered cableway constructed in about 1880 to cross Aberaeron harbour when the road bridge was washed away, and revived as a tourist attraction from 1988 till 1994. It was taken over in 1911 by The Aerial Railway Group [sic], and operated till an unknown date in the 1920s. The footings of the stone-built supports can still be seen on either side of the harbour. The carriage of the later incarnation still exists.

	Aeron Express, Wikipedia
	Images at www.ceredigion.gov.uk/index.cfm?articleid=14036 (​http:​/​​/​www.ceredigion.gov.uk​/​index.cfm?articleid=14036​) 

	the cableway from Frongoch mine, Pontrhydygroes, to Gwaith-goch mill, for lead and zinc ore waste disposal, connecting with the Vale of Rheidol Railway [7.] at Rhiwfron, dating from the early 1900s.

	Bick, David E. (1996) Frongoch lead & zinc mine. British Mining 30. National Mining Research Society, 38-41.






Press cuttings: Other lines (New Quay/Cei Newydd)
1992
Jones, J. Lloyd; Harbwr Cei a’r rheilffordd trwy Dalgarreg a Ffostrasol, Gambo, rhif 94, Mawrth 1992, t. 4
2002



































































	Llandilo [sic] and Lampeter Light Rly (1905) Plans of the Llandilo and Lampeter Light Railway, sheets 1-7 (May 1905). These are deposited in Ceredigion Archives [currently in need of attention]. See also The National Archives, Kew, MT 58 (Light Railway Orders), vol. 317. [The railway would have entered Lampeter across the Teifi from Ram.]

New Quay

















[11.] Off the rails

	Shalam, Sally (2007) Aberporth Express, Wales. The Guardian, 19 May 2007. [Online at www.guardian.co.uk/travel/2007/may/19/hotels.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.guardian.co.uk​/​travel​/​2007​/​may​/​19​/​hotels.uk​). Describes a GWR sleeping carriage, now named Wendy, in use as holiday accommodation near Aberporth.]









There are two goods vehicles at Newcastle Emlyn in use for storage (see www.vintagecarriagestrust.org/se/CarriageInfo.asp?Ref=5240 (​http:​/​​/​www.vintagecarriagestrust.org​/​se​/​CarriageInfo.asp?Ref=5240​) and www.vintagecarriagestrust.org/se/CarriageInfo.asp?Ref=5237 (​http:​/​​/​www.vintagecarriagestrust.org​/​se​/​CarriageInfo.asp?Ref=5237​)).

Press cuttings: Off the rails (Aberporth)
Royal carriage
1982
Royal Carriage’s last journey, Western Mail, 30/4/1982, P2.385



































^1	    There is an interesting post on visible remains here by Andrew Breen, http://archive.fo/EYU19. 
